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Gods are supposed to be funny in China: directed by Kin-Nam Cho.
With N!xau, Kent Cheng, Pei-Pei Cheng, Gloria Yip. The jokes start
when Bushman N!xau goes to ... China? He meets three strange
white people, one of whom is named Ka-Pan (aka Captain Hook).
There are many moments in the film that will make you laugh to
tears. For example, when N!xau finds out that Captain Hook is

white and begins to envy him wildly. Or when Ka-Pen tries to buy
gold from N!xau, and then when N!xau makes a necklace out of it,

and it ends up around Ka-Pen's neck. Or when Hook on the ship
says that all white people are evil and that he wants to kill them

all. And N!xau believes him.
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